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HUMBUG'S LCA 2010 BID
This is Humbug's [1] bid for LCA 2010.
Presumably a lot of the people reading this will have seen Humbug's 2009 bid. This one is much
the same - it says we have the people eager to do the job, we have a great venue, and we have
done the planning. So for those of you who don't want to read it all again, here is a summary of the
changes:
•
•
•
•
•

s/2009/2010/g
QUT has now guaranteed us 6 days over the 5 they could guarantee last year.
Despite our best efforts (including tied votes at Humbug meetings), we still can't decide on a
time of year. Well OK, that is no different to last year, but this time we are asking for guidance
from LA.
LCA 2008's organiser, Donna Benjamin, kindly took the time to walk through our chosen
venue, QUT, and pronounced it "big enough" - even for the keynotes.
Various bits have been polished. We give a little more info on what Brisbane offers (eg we
know we will have water in 2010 - that wasn't a certainty for 2009), adding additional ideas for
the events.

CONFERENCE PLANNING
The number of attendees coming to LCA has been steadily
increasing by about one hundred per year, we anticipate between
800 and 1000 people wanting to come to Brisbane, and we are
going to pick this upper bound as our cap for planning purposes.
There has been some debate within Humbug on the best time to hold
the event. The two available time slots are the traditional one at the
end of January and the 3 week semester break at the start of July.
Weather wise July is the pick of the two, as it is more temperate and the outdoor temperature
prompts many grey nomads to migrate here for the season. January in comparison sizzles…with
outdoor activities and events. Logistically from Humbug's point of view the slots are equally
convenient, so July would be the right choice. However we hesitate because we are not at all sure
how this effects other conferences – both here and abroad, and so are looking for guidance from
Linux Australia on the matter.
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VENUES AND ACCOMMODATION
THE VENUE
The venue is Queensland University of Technology (QUT). QUT had approached LA about LCA
before we contacted them, and so were already keen to host the event. They have undertaken to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide six days room hire (includes venues for the dinners, but
currently we aren't planning to take them up on that).
Catering of refreshments between sessions.
AV support staff.
Room for Office and Registrations.
Phone and network access for Conference Admins.
Directional Signage.

In short, I suspect QUT has put more on the table than any prior LCA venue. QUT has a large
number of rooms available and should have no trouble hosting a 1,000 person conference. The
largest room holds 600, and if required QUT has offered to network several rooms with AV links.
LOCATION
QUT lies on the Brisbane River, in a corner of the Brisbane
CBD adjacent to the botanic gardens. It is connected to
Brisbane's playground, South Bank, via the Goodwill Bridge
(pedestrian-only). Thus it is surrounded by restaurants, pubs,
live entertainment. Parking is available but expensive.
The compact nature of the central business district ensures
that most sites and facilities can be easily accessed on foot.
Delegates really can travel from bed to business in a few minutes thanks to one of the country’s
most pedestrian-friendly city centres.
In addition to a dedicated network of walking paths and bikeways,
Brisbane also offers an environmentally-friendly and superefficient public transport system. The integrated network of trains,
buses (including a free City Loop service), CityCats (high-speed
river catamarans) and ferries runs seven days a week and
provides city-wide accessibility. Brisbane expects to have a city
wide bike hire [2] scheme in place by 2010, and then there are
the river kayaks for the adventurous.
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ACCOMMODATION
With accommodation options running from luxury, 5 star hotels to budget hostels, Brisbane is well
placed to cater to the night-time needs of delegates. The region offers more than 11,000 hotel,
motel and apartment bedrooms. And with at least 4,000 rooms in the inner-city alone, delegates
can enjoy all the fringe benefits of bunking down in a central city location.
Traditionally approximately 35% of LCA chooses to stay in
cheaper accommodation provided by the on campus
colleges. Currently QUT has no on campus colleges. They
are planning to build a college nearby that should be ready
well before LCA 2010 (however pricing at this stage is
unknown).
An alternative is the colleges at the University of
Queensland. They have already indicated their willingness to accommodate LCA 2010, however
they are a 15-minute drive from the city (located in St Lucia). QUT has close contacts with
Brisbane City Council, so if this option was taken shuttle buses to and from the venue would be
included in the accommodation price. We are looking at making the shuttle ticket a weekly 2 zone
ticket. This would allow the delegates to explore greater Brisbane free for the week. This means
the price of the cheaper accommodation may rise slightly, but we are hoping it will be below $80
per day.

SPECIAL EVENTS & PROGRAMS
We have chosen our venues Quotes for the Penguin Dinner, the
Professional Networking Dinner and the Speakers’ Dinner. They
all take advantage of the central location QUT offers us – beside
the river, near the historic heart of the city and within walking
distance of the cultural hub of Brisbane with its museums ,
South Bank.
And of course we are hoping to repeat the staggering success of Open Day, although this may be
difficult sans Pia [3]. In 2010 we are hoping to attract more public interest in Open Day by offering
to host computer project stands for High Schools.
The Partners Program has been a wild success in previous years
and we are planning to do it again. Brisbane offers activities like
river-kayaking, dolphin-feeding and bridge-climbing. Delegates
can embrace a young koala in their arms or feel the wind in their
hair as they sand-board down the pristine white sand dunes of
Moreton Island. Adding to the leisure and pleasure offer is the
promise of great shopping, exceptional dining in vibrant urban
villages, one of the nation’s best cultural precincts and a dynamic
live music and nightlife scene.
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PRE AND POST CONFERENCE

Brisbane delivers an abundance of experiences that are perfect for pre and post touring and
partner programs. In the words of the New York Times … “Brisbane has emerged as “an alluring
destination in its own right … the kind of place that you could easily spend several days exploring.”
Experience, embrace and explore Brisbane with these top tips for leisure and pleasure.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Get outdoors and active with an early morning inner-city river kayaking
adventure or a hike up the heights of Brisbane’s 200 million-year-old
inner-city cliffs or take to two wheels and cycle your way along the city’s
floating RiverWalk.
Reenergise with the Story Bridge Adventure Climb – one of only three
bridge climb experiences in the world – as you journey up and over one
of Brisbane’s favourite inner-city landmarks.
Experience an energy injection with quad-biking adventures, sandboarding experiences and shipwreck snorkelling tours on the sand
island hideaway of Moreton Island.
Cuddle a koala amongst the gum trees of Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary –
the world’s oldest and largest koala sanctuary.
Hand-feed wild dolphins under the night stars of Moreton Island – Brisbane’s very own sand
island – at Tangalooma Island Resort.
Snorkel the Great Barrier Reef as part of a scenic day-trip to Lady Elliot Island.
Marvel at the spectacular architectural and artistic wonders of Australia’s largest gallery of
modern art – Brisbane’s new Gallery of Modern Art.
Join the local commuters and jump on board a CityCat to enjoy the good life with an easy river
cruise.
Spend an afternoon exploring the South Bank precinct and its 40 acres of unrivalled leisure
activities.
Shop up a storm and tempt the Gods of excess baggage with a visit to Brisbane’s premier
700+ store shopping precinct – the Queen Street Mall.
• Dine on authentic bushtucker flavours and succulent native
treats in a gourmet restaurant.
• Learn about the life and history of this ancient land by
participating in a traditional Aboriginal song and dance
experience on the banks of the Brisbane River.
• Join traditional Aboriginal craftsmen for the hands-on
experience of making a didgeridoo.
• Venture out to the hills of the Scenic Rim region for a hot air
balloon adventure or an indulgent tour of the local wineries.
Explore the options for theme park fun with day-trips to Dreamworld, WhiteWater World,
Warner Bros. Movie World and Wet ‘n’ Wild or try out other favourite day-trip options like the
Australian Outback Spectacular, Australia Zoo and Underwater World.
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PROMOTION, SPONSORSHIP AND BUDGETS
A budget accompanies this document. It is a best guess, of course, but it is based on real figures either from previous LCA's for promotion and numbers or quotes from the venues.
Regarding promotion, Andy Fitzsimon has stoked the fires with some proposed logo's [5]. We have
obtained letters of support from various dignitaries [6]. Brisbane Marketing (the promotional arm of
Brisbane City [7]) has helped us to find venues for the bid and stands ready to help us with promotion
if we win. This help includes $2,500 of marketing assistance and additional support as detailed below.
BRISBANE MARKETING SUPPORT SERVICES
Brisbane Marketing is the official marketing authority for the greater Brisbane region. We have the
enviable task of promoting Brisbane and its surrounding regions as the destination for
conventions, leisure, investment and major events. We’re passionate about what we do and we
take great pride and pleasure in our work of championing this great region. We’re recognised as
Queensland’s best Convention Bureau and no-one knows Brisbane – and Brisbane’s business
events industry – better than us. We value your business. From start to finish, the professional
staff of Brisbane Marketing are ready to provide free, independent advice and support.
Site Inspection Offer:
To help ease the way through the venue and accommodation decision-making process, Brisbane
Marketing would like to host two Linux Australia key decision makers on a site inspection of Brisbane.
The site inspection would give you the chance to step into the day-to-day life of Brisbane and we will
be happy to cover ground transportation, accommodation and meals (as specified in the final
itinerary). Dates to be agreed one month in advance, where possible.
Delegate Boosting:
Maximum effort for maximum attendance. Make Brisbane the host city for LCA 2010, and the team
will help market the event to maximise delegate numbers. Brisbane Marketing will provide $2,500 in
financial assistance for promotional activities related to the event, to add value to current promotions
and increase the reach of your activities.
During Conference Support:
During your conference, Brisbane Marketing will also be pleased to add-value with a few on the
ground extras. Depending on your requirements, we can provide collateral for your delegate bags,
including the latest Brisbane Visitors’ Guide. We can also provide, at no cost to you, an onsite
tour and information desk for the duration of the conference. This service (to be staffed by
Brisbane Marketing at pre-determined times) always proves to be immensely popular with
delegates – allowing them to obtain general visitor information and book tours without leaving the
conference venue.
Airtrain Discount Offer:
In addition, the Bureau has negotiated reduced fares on Brisbane’s Airtrain. Delegates travelling to
Brisbane for LCA 2010 can quickly and easily transfer from the domestic and international airports
into five inner-city stations on the Airtrain for a reduced return ticket rate of $15 (representing a
saving of $9).
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ORGANISATION
Although this bid is built on last years, Humbug hosted three talks to get it organised. They were
well attended, demonstrating the enthusiasm the Humbug membership expressed for hosting
2009 is still with us for 2010.
At the last Humbug meeting on LCA we elected the team managing the LCA committee, should
we win. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Russell Stuart
Clinton Roy
Elspeth Thorne
James Iseppi
Jared Ring
Marco Ostini
Mark Ellem
Shaun Nykvist
Simon Ellis

They knew what they were getting into as a list of duties had been posted onto the wiki prior to the
election [8]. Besides, Humbug hosted LCA 2002.
ADDING COLOUR
Every year each LCA team adds its own flavour to the conference. LCA 2010 is no exception starting with this bid. It was put together on a wiki [4] so everyone could participate. If Humbug
wins expect things to continue along those lines, and in particular we are looking for suggestions
for things new and different. The wiki will continue, and ideas from all and sundry will be happily
stolen.
One idea is to include weekly public tickets in the price, to allow
attendees to explore Brisbane. Brisbane Marketing can supply
an on-site tours and information desk for people wanting to
know where to go and what to do. You can also expect the
format of the Penguin Dinner to change. In the choice of papers
there will be a bias towards Humbugs roots – home grown
projects that tinker and play with open source.
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CONCLUSION
Queenslanders have a reputation for being a laid back lot, we're sure this document will shed that
image. We look forward to continuing this level of planning right through to the running of the
conference so that the attendees can concentrate on learning and contributing to the open source
movement.
ATTACHMENTS
QUT's undertakings
http://www.stuart.id.au/lcawiki/Venue?action=AttachFile&rename=qut-letter-of-support.pdf.
Bid Budget
http://www.stuart.id.au/lcawiki/Budget/Budget. It is not visible to all, mainly because that is
how it was done in previous LCA's. If you want to see it please email
http://www.stuart.id.au/lcawiki/RussellStuart.
Home page of this document
http://www.stuart.id.au/lcawiki/BidDocument/Bid
FOOTNOTES

1. Brisbane's Unix group: http://humbug.org.au.
2. Brisbane's proposed bike hire scheme (bike stations every 300m, first 30 minutes free):
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,23720208-5006786,00.html
3. Assuming we can't steal Pia, of course.
4. As with our 2009 bid, googling for LCA 2010 bid again shows Humbug's efforts to organise
the bid among the top hits.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Andy's artwork: http://www.stuart.id.au/lcawiki/ArtWork.
Letters of support: http://www.stuart.id.au/lcawiki/BidDocument.
Brisbane Marketings home page: http://www.brisbanemarketing.com.au.
Duties for team members: http://www.stuart.id.au/lcawiki/Team.
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